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ABSTRACT

This essay compares the way in which Russia and Ireland have defined themselves since the mid-nineteenth century as scientific nations (or not) by following the careers of D. I. Mendeleev (1834–1907) and Thomas Andrews (1813–85), both of whom were involved in the discovery of the "critical point" boundary between liquids and gases. Mendeleev and Andrews deployed their critical-point research in a similar fashion to integrate science into the national identity for their respective countries, a strategy that proved far more successful for Mendeleev than for Andrews.

INTRODUCTION

What could possibly be learned about science by discussing Russia and Ireland together? One could easily compile a list of dissimilarities between Europe’s largest country and one of its smallest that would make the endeavor appear distinctly unworthwhile. I wish, however, to point to ways in which they can be usefully and fruitfully compared for a specific time period (the nineteenth century) and in a specific area of cultural development (science).¹ In that period, elite laboratory science had a small but noteworthy penetration into both Russia and Ireland, and in both places it was associated with a particular quasi-foreign stratum: either Russo-Germans or German-educated Russians, and the Anglo-Irish Protestant Ascendancy, respectively. By comparing the two, we can better understand the relationship of national identity to science in some of the "later emerging" nations of Europe—that is, those countries that developed nationalist movements after patterns of industrialization and national self-identification had already congealed into fairly standard forms in England, France, and the German states. In the particular case of Russian and Irish scientists, we can see how nearly identical professional strategies yielded

¹My approach here is inspired by the stimulating comparison of twentieth-century political culture in Italy and Japan offered in Richard J. Samuels, Machiavelli’s Children: Leaders and Their Legacies in Italy and Japan (Ithaca, N.Y., 2003).
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very different results. For instance, how did the career of a specific scientist come to be marked as positive or negative in specific national contexts? As it happened, in the Russian context, the career of the scientist was built up into a source of national pride and aspiration beginning in the late nineteenth century, while in Ireland the same period marked its decline in prestige. Comparing the parallel (and somewhat related) developments in both contexts will help illuminate how certain scientists became icons for national identity, while others were deliberately written out of the national pantheon, irrelevant in large part because their primary personal identities were as scientists.

One common strategy of considering a broader context for the scientific endeavor has been to situate historical narratives in a nation-state context. For some concerns—the formation of educational institutions, state-funding patterns, questions of citizenship—this is a very fruitful approach. For the question of "national identity," however, it proves more problematic. This term bears two distinct but related meanings. First is the notion that individual scientists approach the study of nature in ways strongly correlated with a frame of mind set by their national origins. Taken to absurd extremes, the result replicates naïve (and chauvinist) cultural essentialism. Consider my favorite example:

If the average quality of the German scientist is heavy thoroughness, that of the Frenchman clearness and lucidity of thought combined with an impulse to treat science as art, that of the British extraordinary positivism and that of the American an ability to combine specialization with mass production, then the distinctive character of the Russian may be seen in the richness of his spirit and the striving to embrace a wide field of knowledge to find answers to questions which are ever present in his thoughts and which once raised may not be lightly put aside, but must be settled the one way or the other, if only for the satisfaction of his own soul.2

No historian of science today would endorse this view without reservation. But similar tropes find their way into a wide variety of mainstream accounts and remain popular among scientists. One way of getting away from this kind of reductionism is to approach national identity in its second sense: as the identity of a larger collective, a rhetorical device for public figures (including scientists) in specific nations to define the political and economic contours of their nation-state as being "scientific." That is, the nation as a whole comes to acquire the identity as being a "scientific nation," without our having to project that political strategy—for it is a political strategy—into the minds of its citizens. Such professions of scientific national identity are historically situated in space and time, a point that can be illustrated most effectively through comparison.3 The historical scholarship on Ireland—and even more so on science in Ireland—is riddled with brief as well as extended comparisons. The most common comparator is Canada.


either in toto or just the individual case of Quebec,7 followed by the obvious comparisons to other British colonies, such as India, New Zealand, Australia, and colonial America.8 Historians interested in the economics of colonialism have considered Ireland in relation to the more obviously "colonial" cases of Africa and Asia.9 A smaller subset compares Ireland with other "late-emerging" nations on the Continent (Italy, Spain, Portugal),10 and one sociologist of science has noted some intriguing parallels with another recently independent, formerly colonized, northern European country, Finland.11 Given all of this frantic comparison with the Irish case, it would be surprising if Russia were left out. In fact it has not been, although the comparisons have remained on the level of economics and rebellions. (Both countries experienced shocks to their peasant populations in midcentury, with the disastrous famine in Ireland in 1846 and the emancipation of the serfs in Russia in 1861, and subsequently suffered a wave of political terrorism by the Fenians and the Populists, respectively.)12

This essay explores both the fruitfulness and the limits of extending the Ireland-Russia comparison to the history of science. There are a large number of ways this

7 Liam Kennedy, Colonialism, Religion, and Nationalism in Ireland (Belfast, 1996), 169–70. Kennedy concludes that Ireland should not be compared with other colonies but with western European countries. This, of course, merely continues the tradition of thinking of Ireland juxtaposed with another. Opposed to Kennedy on the issue of "colonialism" as a category for Ireland are: Larry Esposito, "Afterword: Ireland and Colonialism," in McDonough, Was Ireland a Colony? (cit. n. 6), 326–33; and the very influential Michael Hechter, Internal Colonialism: The Celtic Fringe in British National Development (1975, New Brunswick, N.J., 1999).
10 Yearley, "Colonial Science and Dependent Development" (cit. n. 7), 327.
could be done, and I have selected a very small example as my starting point: the priority dispute over the discovery of the liquid-gas critical point between Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev (1834–1907) and Thomas Andrews (1813–85). This was a particularly one-sided priority dispute: in 1870 Mendeleev, having read Andrews’s article on the critical point published in 1869, claimed to have discovered the phenomenon a decade earlier, a claim to which Andrews never responded. (This silence on Andrews’s part is in itself significant.) The priority dispute is slightly technical, and I explore it in some detail because it teases apart a distinction between conflict among international chemists within their discipline (resolved largely in terms of the generations of chemists) and the presentation of a style of science to one’s immediate international interlocutors (the nationalist importance of showing one’s science as fundamentally nonnational). In addition, the specificity and clarity of the issues eliminate any consideration of radical incommensurability between these two rather different national contexts.

Then I show how that original context for both research projects (Heidelberg for Mendeleev, midcentury Belfast for Andrews) and the scientists’ subsequent careers illuminate the role of the science of this period in the construction of national identities. I will develop the Irish case more extensively than the Russian one not just because the latter is better treated in recent historiography (especially in terms of the identification of the Soviet Union as a scientific state) but also because the Irish case represents a counterintuitive instance where scientific self-identification failed to take root in the national self-concept.11 As a result, the circumstances by which Irish nationalism came to exclude Andrews from iconic status demand greater explication.

WHO DISCOVERED THE CRITICAL POINT, AND WHO CARES?

Mendeleev saw to his scientific status everywhere, and his career was studded with efforts to establish priority for his most notable work, the periodic system of chemical elements, against all claimants (but especially from German chemist Julius Lothar Meyer).12 The first serious priority dispute began in 1868 and continued to be engaged in pieted out quickly, yet in many ways it set the pattern for the more famous disputes that followed. Mendeleev in 1870 nicely presented his vision of the substance of the “critical point,” and by working forward from Mendeleev to Andrews, we can see how the concept had been repackaged by Mendeleev to lend credence to his priority claim.

Mendeleev’s 1870 article in Poggendorff’s Annalen on the critical point highlights two tropes common to all of Mendeleev’s priority claims (and not his alone): he claimed that he was not really interested in priority and recognized the value of the data being offered by his opponent, if not the opponent’s originality or interpretation; and that the two of them were talking about the same effect—in this case, what Andrews called “the critical point” (Mendeleev cited it in English), and Mendeleev’s own “absolute boiling point” (absolute Siedetemperatur [Ger.], temperature

11 See, e.g., the essays included in Michael D. Gordin, Karl Hall, and Alexei B. Kojevnikov, eds., Intelligentiya Science, Oeuvre 23 (2000), and references therein.

12 The literature on this priority dispute is voluminous. For an introduction, see J. W. van Spronsen, The Periodic System of Chemical Elements: A History of the First Hundred Years (Amsterdam, 1969); and Eric R. Scerri, The Periodic Table: Its Story and Its Significance (Oxford, 2007).
ity claim, therefore, was to characterize his new path of research as no departure at all but rather continuity from his earlier work; another was to carve out a reputation for himself as a leading European chemist. Both of these conditions, as we shall see, were intimately linked to the context of St. Petersburg in the late 1860s.

As far as priority disputes go, this one had no legs. Andrews never bothered to respond publicly to Mendeleev’s position. This has nothing to do with prejudice against the claims of a Petersburger. Early in his career, in the 1840s, Andrews did engage in a priority dispute with St. Petersburg academician Hermann Hess over thermochemistry.18 Even more important than national identity for priority claims, in this case, was one’s professional stage: earlier in one’s career it is more vital to stake such claims to build a reputation—a strategy both Andrews and Mendeleev deployed at the equivalent point in their own careers. Andrews did not see the criticisms as serious enough to answer and likely interpreted the Russian’s experiments as being fundamentally about a different question. Nobody else seemed to take Mendeleev’s claim seriously, either. It has very rarely been addressed in the chemical or historical literature, and the few glancing references to it leave no doubt as to where the priority belongs: “to Andrews and to him alone.”19

The question is less why Andrews did not respond—such claims of priority were ubiquitous in this period and were rarely answered unless taken up by a third party—than why Mendeleev chose to make the claim when this research had lain fallow for a decade. Why did he initiate the dispute at all? First, because he was at an early stage of his career. Second, because he had much to gain in confronting an established (and, even better in the Russian context, foreign) scientist and little to lose, even in the case of complete silence on his opponent’s part (which was in fact the case). But this was not simply a case of jockeying for prestige. For Mendeleev, there was a deep philosophical interest in the effect of the absolute boiling temperature, an interest he felt Andrews had ignored in his articles. The Petersburger was interested in the critical point as a locus for finding natural laws between organic homologues. This interest emerged directly out of his research on the absolute boiling temperature, conducted in his apartment laboratory while on a two-year state-funded postgraduate fellowship during 1859–61 spent mostly in Heidelberg. This research on organic liquids occupied essentially the entirety of his time abroad, and he published on it widely and in several languages (albeit not English).20 In these delicate experiments, Mendeleev took an array of very pure liquid hydrocarbon homologues and studied their capil-}


21 Mendeleev, “Chastitchoe soestenie nekotoryh zhidkikh organicheskih soedinenii,” Khimietski zhurnal N. Sokolova i A. Engel’garda 3 (1860): 81–97, reproduced in Mendeleev, Sochinenia (cit. n. 13), 12. Mendeleev was also interested in thermodynamic questions such as latent heat, but he made it clear that these were secondary issues: Mendeleev, “Sur la cohesion de quelques liquides et sur le rôle de la cohesion,” cit. n. 20, 99; Mendeleev, “Ueber die Ausdehnung und das spezifische Gewicht der Flüssigkeiten,” cit. n. 20, 33.


24 Ibid., 32. This obsession with finding laws of nature runs like a scarlet thread throughout Mendeleev’s career; the periodic system case is only the most obvious, prolonged, and successful example. See Gordin, A Well-Ordered Thing (cit. n. 7), chap. 7.

States of Matter. This lecture may never have been delivered, and if it was, very few people attended, as most of Andrews’s more illustrious peers were in London that day attending the first Faraday Lecture at the Royal Institution (Andrews’s close friend Michael Faraday had died two years earlier), delivered by the French chemist Jean-Baptiste Dumas and chaired by English chemist Alexander Williamson. Andrews, typically, declined to leave Belfast. It is clear from the discussion in the published article based on the ostensibly lecture, however, that he approached the phenomenon from the gaseous side and then worked his way back to the liquid, increasing the pressure on a sample in a thin capillary tube. In the paper, Andrews strongly emphasized the physical (rather than chemical) properties of the phase transition, mostly measured on carbonic acid (carbon dioxide). Even “transition” puts it a bit strongly because Andrews contended there was no real boundary at all.

The answer to the foregoing question, according to what appears to me to be the true interpretation of the experiments already described, is to be found in the close and intimate relations which subsist between the gaseous and liquid states of matter. The ordinary gaseous and ordinary liquid states are, in short, only widely separated forms of the same condition of matter, and may be made to pass into one another by a series of gradations so gentle that the passage shall nowhere present any interruption or breach of continuity. From carbonic acid as a perfect gas to carbonic acid as a perfect liquid, the transition we have been may be accomplished by a continuous process, and the gas and liquid are only distant stages of a long series of continuous physical changes.

In fact, he explicitly excluded the very microphysical speculations Mendeleev was so keen on illuminating with his organic holomogues, although he did recognize that his findings implied strong intermolecular forces. So Andrews defined the critical point as the temperature above which it was impossible to condense a gas into a liquid, no matter how high the pressure; in other words, the critical point marked an absolute phase transition. Below that point, any substance could exist in either or both states simultaneously. The critical point of carbon dioxide was 31°C, of ether 200°C.

Much as in the case of Antoine Lavoisier’s “oxygen” and Joseph Priestley’s “dephlogisticated air,” it should be clear that in this case the two scientists were not looking at (or for) “the same” effect: Andrews sought clarity of concepts at the expense of bizarreness in the phenomena before him; Mendeleev wanted rigorous laws of natural phenomena but remained vague about categories such as “cohesion.” Andrews worked with gases, whereas Mendeleev’s interest lay only in the liquids. And, finally, Mendeleev cared about the microphysical features of the actual substance, while Andrews was interested in macroscopic, indeed thermodynamic, qualities. In what follows, I explore how these divergent approaches to what we now consider to be a single phenomenon were deeply embedded in professional choices made by the two scientists, and how these choices then shaped the readiness with which later Rus-
of Russian chemists, to spend his time in Heidelberg. Most of these Russians hoped initially to work with Robert Wilhelm Bunsen but eventually congregated instead in the organic chemistry laboratory of privy-counselor Emil Erlenmeyer. Mendeleev was not one of the Russians in Erlenmeyer’s laboratory; he set up his own in his apartment where he conducted all of his capillarity research. He had been abroad in early 1859 for a two-year fellowship from the physical-mathematical faculty of St. Petersburg University (where he had begun his graduate work), with the possibility of a renewal for a third year. He attempted to parlay his findings on “absolute boiling temperature” into an extension for a third year.

Mendeleev’s claim began as such things often did in Imperial Russia: with a petition. In a draft of his request to the physical-mathematical faculty for a further year abroad, composed on December 18, 1860, Mendeleev extolled his work on capillarity:

But the largest part of my time in my stay abroad was dedicated to studies on that special field which connects chemistry with physics and mechanics. Convinced of the identity of the forces of chemical affinity and the force of cohesion and confident that a possibly full solution of questions on the causes of chemical reactions could not be done without knowledge of the magnitude of molecular cohesion, I chose as my specialty this very poorly worked out area.

Note that he made no reference to the absolute boiling point here (or to the rather obvious practical implications for the liquefaction of gases, to which Andrews’s work was almost instantly applied). Instead, he focused on highly ambitious potential theoretical insights. Or, as he wrote in a separate request to the petitioner of the St. Petersburg educational region, his hope was to partially efface the boundary between chemistry and physics: “The brilliance of purely chemical discoveries made contemporary chemistry a completely specialized science, tearing it away from physics and mechanics, but doubtless there should come a time when chemical affinity will be seen as a mechanical phenomenon, similar to how it has already come time for us to consider light and heat to be such phenomena.”

Mendeleev’s move reflected a combination of factors: his own considerable ambition; his conviction that chemistry should grow closer to physics; and his sense of what would work; what would lead to an extension of his stay. Mendeleev believed—based on the surrounding environment in Heidelberg and in western European chemistry more generally, as well as on his sense of the aspirations of the Russian chemical community back home—that careful laboratory studies at the forefront of risky and speculative areas of physical chemistry would be precisely the kind of work the modernizing state would encourage. Science, in this framing, was not yet a feature of national identity; it was intrinsically cosmopolitan. Since the established social position of the scientist was still rare in Russia, Mendeleev cast himself as international, thus drawing on other features of Russia’s rather inclusive political culture. That is, he thought he should make a case to the Russians that he was a European chemist, reflecting their own European identifications, and that they should bankroll his further development along these lines.

They apparently did not agree. Mendeleev’s friend and fellow chemist N. P. II’in, who spied for him on the academic politics back home, wrote on February 22, 1860 (upon publication of Mendeleev’s first major article on capillarity):

At the faculty meeting or the university council [of the physical-mathematical faculty Heinrich Friedrich Emil] Lenz, on the communication to him of this work or he himself read it in the C.R. [Comptes Rendus], said, that for this, in order to do this, what you are doing now, it was not especially necessary to travel abroad, one could do that here as well: where this wind blows from, I do not know, but obviously your work is not understood as having the significance you would like them to ascribe to it.

Mendeleev’s mentor Aleksandr Voskresenskii seconded this in a letter on March 19, 1860: “[I] wouldn’t hurt to present something else, something purely chemical.” Mendeleev was required to return to Petersburg in February 1861.

In short, he had miscalculated: he had assumed that what Petersburg really wanted was evidence that what was happening with their scientists was no different from what was happening with their counterparts in the West. Instead, Lenz and his colleagues wanted evidence that the students were taking unique advantage of their stay abroad to do work not possible back home. Mendeleev’s strategy had been to show that work back home was of the same kind (although of a different degree) as that in Heidelberg; his superiors disagreed. And, indeed, in the 1850s and early 1860s, Russian chemists were in general underfunded, overworked, and poorly organized. There was no reason for locals to think that they were doing the same kind of work as their foreign peers—yet. The identity of “scientific” was not yet inherently included within “Russia.” There are two points to take away from this: First, that Mendeleev’s priority claim in 1870 was not only an attempt to set up his new gas research but also a retrospective justification of his Heidelberg research and a rebuke to his local colleagues. Second, that a plea for universal and pure science was not what his local context demanded in 1860. By the time of his priority claim a decade later, however, when Mendeleev reiterated the importance of his capillarity work, the situation was rather different. The Russian Chemical Society was founded in November 1868, providing a professional structure for chemists in the imperial capital, and Mendeleev had already begun to receive some attention for his periodic system of chemical elements—another research project that was cosmopolitan, not specifically Russian. With a professional community and local academic power...
(he became professor of general chemistry at St. Petersburg University in 1867) to back him, he could successfully make the claim that Russian science competed on an international level for fundamental laws of nature.38 He was well on the way to becoming an icon for Russian science precisely because his science was not specifically local.

For his part, Thomas Andrews deployed moves similar to those of Mendeleev and achieved completely opposite results—in both the short and long terms. That is, in the 1860s he turned claims of pure science into local credibility; and after his death, these very claims excluded him from the status of national icon for Ireland. Andrews belonged to the generation of chemists immediately preceding Mendeleev’s, and he spent almost the entirety of his career happily ensconced in the relative backwater of Belfast. He had been born at 3 Donegall Square in Belfast on December 19, 1813, the eldest of six children of a noted linen merchant. Like many aspiring Belfast Protestants (he was Church of England and Ireland, not Presbyterian), he studied at the only local establishment to provide advanced education, the Belfast Academical Institution, but he left it in 1825 to study chemistry at the University of Glasgow with Thomas Thomson. By age fifteen, he had published his first scientific paper, “On the Action of the Blowpipe on Flame.” Yet he remained on the move, studying in Paris at the laboratory of J.-B. Dumas, which he enjoyed enormously before returning to the British Isles to complete his education as a physician, earning a diploma from the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh on April 25, 1835, and on August 1 that same year received his MD from Edinburgh. Somewhat unusual for his generation and origin, he had no deep interest in medicine but had undertaken a medical education simply because it was the best way for an Irishman to learn something about chemistry. In 1835, he received several jobs offers to teach chemistry in London and Dublin, but he turned them all down to practice medicine in Belfast. In 1842, he married a Scotswoman, Jane Hardie, and in 1845 began his career at the newly founded Queen’s College in Belfast, where he remained until his death.

Andrews led a disciplined life. He was a man of Spartan qualities: he had an early breakfast and ate nothing until his late dinner after a full day of work. He lectured each day from Monday to Friday at 3 pm and had an exam each week; he taught practical chemistry each day to medical students for one term; and he presided over experimental work in his own lab, which was open from 9 am to 3 pm every day (and on Saturdays 9–12).39 His laboratory research before discovering the critical point consisted of several peaks: he performed important work on the blood of cholera patients, showing a depletion of water and therefore that death was caused by dehydration; and he determined the composition of ozone (that it consisted solely of oxygen). Over the course of this provincial career, he attained a series of high honors: fellow of the Royal Society in 1849, president of the Chemistry Section of the British Association in 1852 and 1871 (declined to serve again in 1880 due to poor health), president of the British Association itself in 1876, and offered a knighthood in 1880.

38 See Gordin, A Well-Ordered Thing (cit. n. 17), chaps. 2 and 7, for the growth of Mendeleev’s ambitions with respect to laws of nature.
39 Students who performed exceptionally well on a special exam were allowed to work in the laboratory free of charge; others had to pay a fee of ten pounds for six months or thirteen pounds for the college session. T. W. Moody and J. C. Beckett, Queen’s, Belfast, 1845–1949: The History of a University, 2 vols. (New York, 1959), 1:162.

...declined because of illness).40 Through his entire later career, he rarely bided from Belfast.

Belfast proved to be a rather interesting context. Although it only officially became a city in 1888 (after Andrews’s death), it was clearly one of the more dynamic urban areas in mostly rural Ireland throughout the nineteenth century. A provincial town of 13,000 people in 1782, it experienced explosive growth in the following decades, with a population of 50,000 by 1831 and 350,000 by 1901. This growth was fueled by linen, the trade of the Andrews family. By 1870, 99 percent of Irish linen was shipped from the port of Belfast, and 21,000 of the 50,000 industrial and commercial workers in the city labored in some aspect of the textiles trade, which experienced extraordinary growth during the “cotton famine” caused by the American Civil War.41 Along with this demographic and economic growth, Belfast began to develop more of an autonomous cultural life, independent of the massive influence of Dublin, becoming (according to some lights) a “Northern Athens.” Thus, despite disadvantages such as the lack of a local scientific instruments trade, Andrews was able to develop a formidable chemical laboratory at Queen’s College, Belfast.42

The college and Andrews grew in prominence together and fed off each other. In 1845, just before the Great Potato Famine reconfigured Irish politics, the island was in the throes of the repeal movement headed by Daniel O’Connell. The goal of the movement was to repeal the 1801 Act of Union that had disbanded Irish self-governance and fully incorporated it into Britain. One contributing issue, with increasing traction in the regions outside Dublin, was the very limited state of higher education at home in Ireland. For the most part, only two serious institutions existed: Trinity College Dublin, the flagship of Irish education, which was closed to Catholics until Catholic Emancipation; and Maynooth College, a state-subsidized Catholic college to train priests, thus preventing an outflow of seminarians to France during decades of turbulent politics across the English Channel. In partial response to worries that Ireland was losing all of its best intellectual talent to Britain or to the Continent—and not least to dampen Protestant support for repeal—the Queen’s College...

system was established in 1845 to create three explicitly nondenominational colleges in Belfast, Cork, and Galway, each headed by a president and vice president to coordinate the development before they opened officially to students in 1849.43 The vice president of Queen’s College Belfast (QCB) was Thomas Andrews.

The fear of students emigrating was real. At the very moment that the Russian Empire was initiating its own effort to encourage study abroad for the present in order to minimize its necessity in the future, Ireland was facing a real hemorrhage of its young scholars. Before midcentury in Ireland, a significant number of students would travel abroad for at least part of their education, especially if they were Catholic (and thus had limited options for higher education at home). In these cases, the students would seek out universities in Rome, Paris, and other Continental Catholic cities. This experience on the Continent directly shaped the patterns of Irish science in terms of topics studied, structure of scholarship, and so on, upon their return.44 Although not comprehensive, demographic data on Irish scientists in the nineteenth century is highly suggestive. Among scientists working in Ireland, 25 percent were born in Britain, 8 percent on the Continent, and 5 percent elsewhere. Of those born in Ireland, or to Irish parents temporarily abroad at the moment of birth, 36 percent were wholly or partially educated in Britain. Only 12 percent of them were educated on the Continent—although it has to be said that for many of these latter the decision to study abroad depended more upon whether one was a chemist than whether one was Catholic. Chemists experienced a tremendous pull to go to the Continent—and here Andrews was no exception.45 Yet he himself insisted that even this limited leakage of students abroad had to stop: “The country which depends unduly on the stranger for the education of its skilled men, or neglects in its highest places this primary duty, may expect to find the demand for such skill gradually to pass away and along with it the industry for which it was wanted.”46 The Russians would have agreed.

Andrews’s 1867 pamphlet on the Queen’s College system, Studium Generale: A Chapter of Contemporary History, one of his two major publications on public policy issues,47 was a clear-headed and vigorous defense of the nondenominational, decen-


45 Andrews, “Presidential Address,” delivered at the Glasgow meeting of the BAAS, 6 Sept. 1876, reprinted in Andrews, Scientific Papers of the Late Thomas Andrews (cit. no. 18), 414.

46 I exclude for the purposes of this essay Andrews’s brief venture into alcohol policy. In 1867, he was president of the Education Section of the Social Science Association, which had a meeting in Belfast that year. He presented a paper called “Suggestions for Checking the Irresistible Use of Alcoholic Beverages by the Working Classes,” displaying an interest in alcohol policy that eerily shadows Mendel’s (see Gordin, A Well-Ordered Life [cit. no. 17], 165.) Andrews wanted to regulate the sale of hard liquor, advocating a system in which publicans had to offer food and that no pub could serve beverages stronger than 17 percent alcohol, the strength of sherry, eventually creeping down to the burgundy standard of 12 percent. Tait and Cum Brown, “Memento” (cit. no. 32), xlvi–xlv.


49 Andrews, Studium Generale (cit. no. 48), 21.

50 On medicine, see Arthur Deane, ed., The Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society: Centenary Volume, 1821–1921 (Belfast, 1924), 86. On medical education in Andrews’s Ireland, see Peter Foggart, “Competing Philosophies: The Preparation Medical Schools of the Royal Belfast Academical Institution and the Catholic University of Ireland, 1835–1909,” in Medicine, Disease and the State in Ireland, 1650–1940, ed. Greta Jones and Elizabeth Malcolm (Cork, Ireland, 1999), 59–84. The faculty insisted on the development of the medical school, which built on the newly established (1835) medical school at the Belfast Academical Institution and its central urban location. Moody and Beckett, Queen’s, Belfast (cit. no. 39), lxxvi, 44, 86. On chemistry, see Cecil L. Wilson, “Schools of Chemistry in Great Britain and Ireland—XXIX: The Queen’s University of Belfast,” Journal of the Royal Institute of Chemistry (cit. no. 48), 63, 84–85.

sider Ireland to be a Catholic country, in the same sense in which France is a Catholic, or England a Protestant country.\footnote{Andrews, Church in Ireland (cit. n. 56), 31.}

The solution was not to privilege Catholics over Protestants but to avoid privileging any religion. He advocated disestablishment of the Church of England and Ireland and the allocation of its endowment and tithes among the various churches proportionately by population, to be revised periodically to account for demographic fluxes (say, every twenty-five to fifty years).\footnote{Ibid., 56.} As a scientist, he took a fundamentally conservative stance, in the sense of only undertaking radical change in times of crisis and in general advocating small and incremental changes. In this case, the same applied: “To overturn a great national institution is always an operation of danger, and should never be attempted, except on the strongest grounds of necessity.”\footnote{Ibid., 38.} As an impartial scientist, he was also the right person to be able to tell when that moment of crisis had come.

Andrews was on the side of the victors here, although it is uncertain how much impact his second pamphlet had. The Church of Ireland was disestablished in 1869. Ironically, although Andrews may have supported the policy, the consequences worked against all of his arguments in its favor: it did not serve to promote union; in fact, it even weakened the support for science that the Protestants had provided. The Union weakened in part because disestablishment meant ipso facto the relative strengthening of the Catholic Church, which after the famine had become a rallying point for national identity, coupled with a general intensification of the bureaucratic and authoritarian tendencies in the church of this period.\footnote{Ibid., 38.} Retrospectively speaking, this was Andrews’s final victory, for the rest of his project—a unified notion of Irishness that was nonsectarian and embodied as an equal partner in the British Isles—was obliterated with the coming of independence for the Republic of Ireland in 1921. What followed was not just the obliteration of Andrews’s vision for a nonsectarian Ireland but the erasure of Andrews as an “Irish scientist” in a “scientific Ireland.”

CONCLUSION: THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF ICONS

The divergence between Mendeleev’s and Andrews’s views of the critical point did not prevent the possibility of mutual intelligibility, and their strategies of defining themselves as both national and cosmopolitan scientists proved to some extent fruitful for both in their lifetimes. After their deaths, however, their fates in national memory took radically different paths. Mendeleev came to be seen as quintessentially Russian, in a sense somewhat unmoored from his own self-identification as a Russian scientist; while Andrews was written out of Ireland’s identity altogether.

Andrews’s nineteenth-century peers widely considered him to be an Irish scientist, and he considered himself this way as well, a situation not atypical for the sizable minority of non-Presbyterian Protestants who would by the 1890s be known as the

\footnote{Ibid., 38.}
Anglo-Irish or due to their predominant position in almost every sphere of public life the Protestant Ascendancy.62 There is today a growing historiography on the position of science in Irish history, which is mostly excellent (outside of a few instances of special pleading or tokenism), but it tends to focus almost exclusively on developments in Dublin—the cultural as well as the administrative capital of nineteenth-century Ireland—and more generally in places that ended up in the Irish Free State after 1922.63 That is to say, almost all of the scholarship on science in Ireland excludes Belfast, and it is Belfast where Andrews staked his claim.64 It was relatively unproblematic in the nineteenth century to be a scientist and Irish or British. After 1922, the triangulation became much more difficult.

To some extent, the eclipse of Andrews had a great deal to do with who he was—an Anglo-Irish Protestant—but perhaps even more so it had to do with his profession as a scientist. A historical puzzle remains as to why Irish nationalism, when it emerged, identified itself specifically with an ultramontane Catholicism and not with the state-building potential of science and technology—at, for example, anticolonialism and nationalism in India.65 The fear of an antiscientific free Ireland pushed several leading Irish scientists to advocate retaining the union for as long as possible—not least because a rupture with England might damage scientific ties to their peers in


64 Noteworthy exceptions to the silence on what would later become Northern Ireland include: Deane, Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society (cit. n. 51); John Wilson Foster, "Natural History, Science, and Irish Culture," Irish Review, no. 9 (Autumn 1990): 51–69; and Ruth Bayer, "Understanding Local Science: The Belfast Natural History Society in the Mid-Nineteenth Century," in Attis, Science and Irish Culture (cit. n. 63), 139–69.


66 After the disestablishment for which Andrews had argued so forcefully, his fellow Protestants were disempowered both institutionally and symbolically. Once the union had eliminated Ireland's parliament, the Church of Ireland became the most important symbol of corporate identity for Irish Anglicans. With the church's status diminished, many influential Protestants shifted toward the Gaelic-centered cultural revival, which vaunted the folklore and superstition that nationalists such as Andrews had sought to minimize. Cultural dominance came to replace ecclesiastical dominance.67 In this frame of reference, after disestablishment, it was difficult in some circles (especially Ascendancy ones) to be both Irish and a scientist—science being tagged as English. And after 1922, Andrews's heirs could not even count him as a scientist who worked in Ireland, for the very simple reason that the place he had lived and worked was no longer defined as Ireland: it was British Northern Ireland and part of the United Kingdom. For this reason most post–Free State commentators on Andrews find themselves in the unenviable position of engaging in sometimes tortured pleading for his inclusion as an Irish icon.68

The contrast with Mendeleev could hardly be starker. Even during his lifetime Mendeleev came to represent the incarnation of "the scientist" as public intellectual—with his opinions on capital punishment, local politics, and the state of the world taken quite seriously. Much of this was the result of his careful self-fashioning, but it was also an indication that the program Mendeleev had pushed for—to have scientists be considered as exemplars of Russianism, not as foreign to it (and not as transplanted Europeans)—was quite successful.69 To some extent, this success relied on developments beyond Mendeleev's direct control: the establishment of multiple professional communities of scientists following the founding of the Russian Chemical Society in 1868; the industrialization of the Russian economy demanding more up-to-date (and simply more) technical experts on a par with those in central and western Europe; and the extensive travel by Russians across the Continent, which tended to give Russians a more European frame of reference for their local icons. But the manner in which Mendeleev as an individual was appropriated as a tool for Russian self-identification was also intimately connected with his rejection by the St.
Petersburg Academy of Sciences for the chair of technology in November 1880. Blaming this incident on the so-called German party in the academy (many of whom, despite the name, were Russian-born, and some of whom were ethnically Russian) promoted Mendeleev as quintessentially Russian, despite the fact that foreign scientists were the ones buttressing his credentials and his own career began with capillary research conducted in the German town of Heidelberg! In a similar fashion, Ivan Pavlov survived his transit across the Russian Revolution to achieve new heights of fame in Stalinist Russia precisely because the Soviet state wanted to define itself as "scientific," and Pavlov was a living icon who could serve for this end. No matter that Pavlov and Mendeleev were both conservative and decidedly anti-Marxist; their pasts could be airbrushed when politically convenient. It was just this kind of inclusive impulsion that was lacking on the part of Irish public intellectuals with respect to Andrews’s legacy.

We have come a long way from an 1870 article claiming priority in an obscure dispute over credit for discovery of the critical point. I now must return to answer the question implied by the posing of this essay: What do we learn from the juxtaposition of Andrews and Mendeleev—and Ireland and Russia—that we would not have learned by looking at them separately? The first answer is that for all of their divergences (in age, nationality, language, specialization, reputation, and so on), Andrews and Mendeleev employed very similar strategies in arguing for a place for elite laboratory science in a modernizing, late-emerging nation-state. For both of them, the scientist’s position was to advocate conservative reforms focused on stability and to bolster those positions precisely by insisting on the neutrality and universality of their science. Because of the specific circumstances of Ireland’s and Russia’s histories, the effects of almost identical research and professional strategies was, in the case of Andrews, to minimize the importance of national identity—with lasting consequences for his status as an Irish scientist and for Ireland as a scientific nation—and, for Mendeleev, to intensify it.

The parallels between them extend further and tell us something about the common origins of the rampant national identification of scientists across Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century. The most common biographical experience shared by the two men was extensive education in Continental chemistry laboratories. The difference, however, was where they went: Germany or France. Perhaps a further investigation of the two models of Continental education and how they spread to different contexts can deepen our understanding of how very similar patterns seem to appear in such different peripheries of Europe (and beyond).

Finally, there is an interesting contrast between the positions of national identity in science in both countries that indicates a deeper anxiety about the rise or decline of science in fin-de-siècle Europe. Both Ireland and Russia present themselves in today’s imaginary as folkly, peasant, traditional cultures, saturated with alcohol, music, and artistic creativity. But both also produced first-rate science, a fact somehow eclipsed in present discourse. In the case of Russia, the eclipse is a partial result of the sheer incandescence of the artistic developments of the late nineteenth century, as well as the tremendous identification of science and technology with the Soviet regime that succeeded that period. For Ireland, the question of how and why (and whether) science declined as home rule agitation increased has been a topic of extensive historical inquiry.

The point is not so much about why we now might perceive those national identities as “scientific” or not but about what historical actors thought then. Mendeleev was fairly confident that Russian science would continue to reach higher and higher triumphs, while Andrews had to contend with the possibility that the great age of British and Irish science was approaching an end. This indicates one of the central conflicts between the two men: Andrews directed his attention toward the past (the system of education, the established church), defended through historical inquiry; Mendeleev’s public efforts (tariff reform, educational transformation, military modernization) were pointed to the future, defended through predictions based on economics. Mendeleev spoke to the future, and the future was kinder to him. Andrews remains rooted in the past, lauded as the historically significant discoverer of the critical point, yet forsaken as a national icon.

---

36 Ibid., 138–41.
40 Andrews, for what it’s worth, did not believe that science was declining in the British Isles generally, or Ireland specifically. Andrews, “Presidential Address” (cit. a. 46), 409.